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only'to' thle medical profesion, but .also to all those who,
either in an official or in a, philanthropic capacity, are
connected witlh the welfare of the -future generations. X
In view of the abstract.mentioned it is unnecessary here

to discuss Dr. Slemons's investigations or conclusions, but
it is a pleasure to pay a tribute' to *the simplicity of his
writing, which makes his book agreeable to read, and
renders a complex-subject'as olearascrystal, Dr. Slemons's
work.is the most important. contribution to our knowledge
of the. physiology of the placenta that hlas appeared for
some time, and we'earnebtly'eommend it to the attention
of the many who are or ought to be interested.

CONSERVANCY IN.INDIA.
A ijnmualt of OaCs8ervatwy,5 by JAHARv LAL DAS, of
akoutta University, is addressed. to those in. India who

a -retaining to become sanitary officers, ffor this
ourpose it, is mostr excellent. The fact that th6.book is
written by. an Indian worker is of the first importanoe,
and.jamnply justifies Dr. BEBNTLEY'S able introduction, in
which,,he reminds us that our own country was in a bad
4at from aasanitary point. of view, only a few decades
i.go.i Dr. Beatley further likens the' movement of the
Indian people towards improved methods of living to a,
Iiteila- period in our own development.
*ho aathor divides his book into four parts. The first

deals with scavenging, the second with conservancy
preper, and the third, with the management of cattle ;.the
foerthlpart contains a number of: appendices. The.local
hintsiaredinvaluable, and the' description found in Part III
bf wgood'bull is entertaining and.posibly reminiseent.
'Unfortunately the illustrations are poor,. and. should

fuirtler' editions be. alled for the 'author will do well to
replace the present collection.

NURSES' TEXTBOOK OF OPERATIONS.
ML. HiarY GovBs is to be congratulated upon his Surgical
Oraiion: A, Textbook for Nurse8.7 In it we. have a
beok worthy of the nursing profession, a book which
crwdits nurses with intelligence and will satisfy their
wsialy insatiable curiosity. With the generous help of
thepublishers of the Oxford Medical Publications, of which
eceolient series this Wook is one, the author has rendered
nurses a real service. The volume is a pleasant size to
hsndie, clearly printed, and extremely well illustrated

bh...large sized figures. The operations described are
bnatially arranged, 'and are typical of tlhose per-

formed daily in. general lWspitals. Operations on the
hIead, neck, breast, thorax, abdomen, and pelvis, as Mwell as
amputations,! are adequately described. 'The eye, ear, and
nesreceive brief attention, the operations for removal of
dataract, nasal polypi, tonsils, and adenoids are described
aa'wellas the. typical mastoid operation and those on the
Atnbrum of Highmore and na8al septum. Each section is
IhioWed by a note upon the special post-operative care
required in each instance. Obviously, in a work of this
size, a. work which requires above all, to be freely illus.
tcated, it; is not possible to describe a variety of, operations
for. ildividual diseases.. Thus the "gridiron" incision
aiwe -is described for appendicitis, Witzel and Frank's
gastusbnmes are given preference to Senn'&, and so forth.
There is a serious omission in the " typical laparotomy
set""oni p.. 16. No mention is. there made -of intestinal
clamps. 1u this same appendix too Chapter I xylol is re-
fermdito asa,moil. Further, in the section on " Metlhods
of Sbwuilization," with reference-to the, preparation of the
hands for operations, there. is, no mention of the arms.
Sleeves are omitted from. the -routine operation dress,
asthesgh leggings are,included. Those worried by split
infiiWves. will bhve their sensibilities wounded in this
first. clhapter. Such slips as those mentioned are easily
r& dva*ndineo wehy,detract from the .general merits
of: the book. 'At 'the end will be found a most helpful
&ppen&is of thirty,-aix paes -whre all the. ordinary instru.
moats are separately figured and.named. There is. a
bisfactwry index.
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NOTES ON BOQKS.
THE ninth edition of Profesor CHURCH and Dr.
PETEJRSON'S Nervous and Mental Diseases588appears. only
twenty years after the first; it is de.signed for medical
students and general practitioners, is written in a simple
ajid straightforward style, and Is not overweighted with
novelties of theory or the fancies of the Vienna school.
The first section by Professor Church deals with nervous
disorders and covers over 680 pages; each disease is
described with clearness and on the lines- commonly
followed by writers on neurology. The second section
contains an account of mental diseases, by Dr. Peterson,
and givesi an excellent description of the-subject, praoctic
and sensible. The book is well printed and turned out.

Lieut.-Colonel O'MEARA's AMedical Guide for India and
Book of Prescriptions9 contains a great deal of assorted
information on all the many question.s that rnay.erise in
the, daily work of practitioners and medical students in
India. The first three hundred pages are given to, drugs,
prescriptions, and special methods of erploying certain
remedies; a few pages are devoted to the use of indigenous
drugs such as those ermployed in the Yunani and Ayurvedic
methods of treatment, that are said by the author some-
times to be of great use in the hands of Indian physlc&ans.
He gives, indeed, an indigenous prescription for impotence
that demands the boiling of equal parts of earthworms and
half a dozen presumably vegetable drugs in sweet oil, the
resultant extract being for local application. The rest of
the volume contains a great deal of heterogeneous butv
serviceable information; foods and feeding, antisepti9s,
blood pressure, anaphylaxis, pelvic.measurements, drug
eruptions, microscopic stains,. inquests, vaccinaoiQn, lists
of' asylums, laboratories, vaccine d6pots, and medical col-
leges, and fifty others of the things a medical man may
want to know about suddenly will here be found set
forth. Regarded as- the practitioner's 'Where. 's What"
it shoald be of service to medical practitioners in India.

The fact that HARDWICKF'S Sight Testing made Easy'0 has
reached its fourth edition shows that it,meets a demand.
The groundwork of, the book is subjective testing, and we
find in consequence much about the astigmatic fan, the
pinhole, and the slit; students nowadays begin, their
work in the eye department with retinoscopy, and it
might be no bad practice for them occasionally to revert
to the older methods. Some of the statements in the
book are too sweeping; for instance, it is not correct to
say that glaucota is hardly ever met with in the myope,
for quite a definite proportion of the cases of -glaucoma
seen occur in myopes. One or two mnisprints need correct-
inig, such as " axles " for " axes " on p. 33; while in the
first formiula on p. 56 the cylinder has been printed'ptu.s
instea(l of m7inus ; the sentence on p. 47 about the liabtlity
of a cycloplegic to glatucoma should be rewritten.

Oscar Montague, Paranoiatc," by Dr. G. L. WALTON, is
a somewhat disappointing attempt to depict in a novel
the development of a morbid temperament. The 'story,
which only succeeds in being interesting at intervals, is
concerned with the troubles of a family-consisting. of. an
alcoholic and scheming father, a. psychasthenic mother,
Oscar the paranoiac son, and the daughter;- We thoroughly
sympathize with, the dilemma of this bright young lady
in regard to the question of heredity when she fallsin love,
and we are glad that Dr. Reynolds, whom she cosnulted,
gave her such sensible advice. Singularly enough; in.view
of, the title, Oscar is only a secondary character, and, it is
the trouble he causes others, rather than the study of this
mental development, that furnishes most of the material
for the story. Many'Qf the characters are unimportant,
but the personality of the doctor is attractive,; andtr,m
the advice he gives to his patients we suspect him oL using
able to write excellent popular medical books for-nervous
invalids of the same kind as "Why Worry" and "Those
Nerves." Dr. Walton has already earned a reputation as
the author of -these books, but this novel suggests that he
is not equally at home in the domain of fiction.
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